AMERICAN WEST
including bison books
THE POWER OF SCENERY
Frederick Law Olmsted and the Origin of National Parks
DENNIS DRABELLE

The Power of Scenery tells the story of how the world’s national parks came to be, with Frederick Law Olmsted’s insights and energy serving to link three American jewels: Yosemite National Park, Yellowstone National Park, and Niagara Falls State Park.

“Draabelle brings storytelling flair to even the most administrative portions of his narrative. This is a micro-history that feels big.”—Sam Sacks, Wall Street Journal

November 2021 • 272 pp. • 6 x 9 • 11 photographs, index
$29.95 • hardcover • 978-1-4962-2077-6

BLACK COWBOYS OF RODEO
Unsung Heroes from Harlem to Hollywood and the American West
KEITH RYAN CARTWRIGHT
FOREWORD BY DANNY L. GLOVER

Black Cowboys of Rodeo is a collection of one hundred years’ worth of firsthand cowboy stories, set against the backdrop of Reconstruction, Jim Crow, segregation, the civil rights movement, and eventually the integration of a racially divided country.

“This stirring history will have readers rethinking the very definition of Americana.”—Publishers Weekly, starred review

November 2021 • 384 pp. • 6 x 9 • 45 photographs, 1 chronology
$34.95 • hardcover • 978-1-4962-2610-5

CONTINENTAL RECKONING
The American West in the Age of Expansion
ELLIOTT WEST

Elliott West lays out the main events and developments that together describe and explain the emergence of the American West and situates the birth of the West in the broader narrative of American history between 1848 and 1880.

“Encyclopedic in its coverage, wonderfully written, full of revealing detail, shrewd and funny in its analysis, Continental Reckoning will become the standard work on the creation of the American West.”—Richard White, author of The Republic for Which It Stands

February 2023 • 728 pp. • 6 x 9 • 21 photographs, 29 illustrations, 12 maps, index
$39.95 • hardcover • 978-1-4962-3358-5

about bison books
Launched in 1961 as the University of Nebraska’s first trade imprint, Bison Books reflects the University of Nebraska Press’s commitment to general-interest books that appeal to the educated reader. Originally published as inexpensive paperbacks, Bisons (as they became known) quickly caught on. The press is redoubling its efforts to recruit and publish top-notch books about the trans-Mississippi West.

for book submission inquiries, contact:
W. Clark Whitehorn
Executive Editor
cwhitehorn@unl.edu
BLACK GUN, SILVER STAR
The Life and Legend of Frontier Marshal Bass Reeves
New Edition
ART T. BURTON
WITH A NEW AFTERWORD BY THE AUTHOR
In this new edition of the biography of Bass Reeves, who was formerly enslaved and then served as a peace officer in and around late nineteenth-century Indian Territory, Art Burton traces Reeves’s presence in contemporary national media and in popular modern media.
“An eye-opening study of justice and race in the Old West.”—Nick Smith, The Post and Courier (Charleston, SC)
September 2022 • 416 pp. • 6 x 9 • 32 photographs, 2 maps, index
$22.95 • paperback • 978-1-4962-3342-4

STANDING BEAR’S QUEST FOR FREEDOM
The First Civil Rights Victory for Native Americans
LAWRENCE A. DWYER
FOREWORD TO THE BISON BOOKS EDITION BY JUDI M. GAIASHKIBOS
Lawrence A. Dwyer has written the story of Chief Standing Bear of the Ponca Nation, who was willing to face arrest for leaving the government’s reservation without permission because of his love for his son and his people, and a desire to be free, resulting in the First Civil Rights victory for Native Americans.
November 2022 • 232 pp. • 6 x 9 • 26 photographs, 2 maps, index
$19.95 • paperback • 978-1-4962-3246-5

THE DAKOTA WAY OF LIFE
ELLA CARA DELORIA
EDITED BY RAYMOND J. DEMALLIE AND THIERRY VEYRIÉ
AFTERWORD BY PHILIP J. DELORIA
Ella Cara Deloria was the most prolific Native scholar of the greater Sioux Nation, and the results of her lifelong work comprise an essential source for the study of the greater Sioux Nation culture and language.
“For its breadth and depth on the specific subject of Lakota ethnography—society, language, etc.—The Dakota Way of Life has no competitors.”
—Emily Levine, editor of Josephine Waggoner’s Witness
December 2022 • 454 pp. • 6 x 9 • 1 diagram, 1 table, index
$36.95 • hardcover • 978-1-4962-3359-2

UNDER PRAIRIE SKIES
The Plants and Native Peoples of the Northern Plains
C. THOMAS SHAY
Writer and anthropologist C. Thomas Shay traces the key roles of plants since humans arrived in the northern plains at the end of the Ice Age and began to hunt the region’s woodlands, fish its waters, and gather its flora.
“A beautiful love story, pure and simple. C. Thomas Shay writes with deep affection, profound knowledge, and obvious fascination about the plants, places, and Native peoples of the North American prairies.”
—Nancy J. Turner, distinguished professor emerita in the School of Environmental Studies at the University of Victoria
July 2022 • 312 pp. • 6 x 9 • 52 color photographs, 5 b&w photographs, 14 illustrations, 11 maps, 1 table, 1 graph, 1 glossary, 1 appendix, index
$29.95 • paperback • 978-1-4962-2338-8
NORTHERN PAIUTES OF THE MALHEUR
High Desert Reckoning in Oregon Country
DAVID H. WILSON JR.
David H. Wilson Jr. recounts an epic story of the Northern Paiutes’ resistance and adaptation as they faced settler colonization and governmental misappropriation of their land in Oregon Country from the early 1850s to the 1930s.

“Wrong was done to the Paiutes—it’s as simple as that—and the passion David Wilson puts into telling their story comes through more powerfully for the restrained and careful way he tells it. This will be a book of lasting value for its contributions to the history of the West.”—Ian Frazier, author of On the Rez

May 2022 • 336 pp. • 6 x 9 • 17 photographs, 2 illustrations, 3 maps, index
$34.95 • hardcover • 978-1-4962-3045-4

NEZ PERCE SUMMER, 1877
The U.S. Army and the Nee-Me-Poo Crisis
JEROME A. GREENE
FOREWORD BY ALVIN M. JOSEPHY JR.
Nez Perce Summer, 1877 tells the story of a people’s epic struggle to survive spiritually, culturally, and physically in the face of unrelenting military force.

“The story of the [Nez Perces’] escape, hardships, and ultimate defeat makes an epic struggle any Hollywood scriptwriter would admire. In Nez Perce Summer, 1877 Jerome A. Greene . . . is precise, even brilliant, in detailing the Nez Perce trail and the military groups that hounded them for weeks.”—Denver Post

September 2022 • 578 pp. • 6 x 9 • 26 photographs, 16 maps, 2 appendixes, index
$31.95 • paperback • 978-1-4962-3266-3

THE BATTLE OF THE LITTLE BIGHORN
Mari Sandoz
INTRODUCTION BY ELAINE MARIE NELSON
Mari Sandoz’s beautifully written account of the battle in which General George Armstrong Custer staked his life in 1876—and lost it—reveals on every page the author’s intimate knowledge of her subject. Historian Elaine Marie Nelson introduces this iconic work to a new generation.

“The book is a perfect mating of subject and author . . . and is probably the best account of the battle ever written.”—New York Times Book Review

March 2022 • 220 pp. • 5 ¼ x 8 • 1 map, index
$21.95 • paperback • 978-1-4962-2911-3

FORT PHIL KEARNY
An American Saga
New Edition
DEE BROWN
INTRODUCTION BY SHANNON D. SMITH
The first detailed account of the history of Fort Phil Kearny, including the dramatic Fetterman Fight of December 21, 1866, in which the U.S. Army suffered its worst defeat on the northern plains until Custer’s defeat at the Little Bighorn ten years later.

“This meticulously documented book . . . based on army records and firsthand reports, should stand as definitive. [It] is, by far, the best account yet of Fort Phil Kearny and the stirring events that took place.”—Robert Hannon, St. Louis Post-Dispatch

April 2022 • 276 pp. • 5 ¼ x 8 • 16 illustrations, 1 map, index
$21.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-3458-1
NATURE’S MOUNTAIN MANSION
Wonder, Wrangles, Bloodshed, and Bellyaching from Nineteenth-Century Yosemite
EDITED BY GARY NOY
Nature’s Mountain Mansion focuses exclusively on the critical nineteenth century when Yosemite was “discovered” by an expanding nation and transformed into one of the nation’s most visited national parks.
“Like Yosemite itself, Nature’s Mountain Mansion packs a treasure trove of wonders into a single spectacular space—from voices of Indigenous inhabitants to pioneers, profiteers, and nature-loving pilgrims like John Muir, all framed by Noy’s own fun and fascinating introductions.”—Scott Lankford, author of Tahoe beneath the Surface
November 2022 • 416 pp. • 6 x 9 • 45 photographs, 3 tables • $29.95 • paperback • 978-1-4962-3251-9

FIELD GUIDE TO A HYBRID LANDSCAPE
PHOTOGRAPHS BY DANA FRITZ
ESSAYS BY KATIE ANANIA, REBECCA BULLER, AND ROSE-MARIE MUZIKA
MAPS BY SALVADOR LINDQUIST
Dana Fritz’s photographs of Nebraska’s hand-planted forest make visible the forces such as sand, wind, water, planting, thinning, sowing, and burning that have shaped this unique landscape.
January 2023 • 144 pp. • 10 x 8 • 78 photographs, 2 illustrations, 9 maps • $24.95 • paperback • 978-1-4962-2777-5

NOURISHING WATERS, COMFORTING SKY
Thirty-Five Years at a Sandhills Oasis
STEPHEN R. JONES
Stephen R. Jones’s essays explore the natural and cultural history of the Sandhills, giving special attention to the engaging and fragile beauty of the public-private ecosystems that surround and comprise the Crescent Lake National Wildlife area in western Nebraska.
“Only Stephen Jones, the Thoreau of the Nebraska Sandhills, could so powerfully reveal the mystery of one of the last remaining wild places.”—Christina Nealson, author of Living on the Spine
April 2022 • 176 pp. • 6 x 9 • $19.95 • paperback • 978-1-4962-3027-0

PRESERVING YELLOWSTONE’S NATURAL CONDITIONS
Science and the Perception of Nature
JAMES A. PRITCHARD
WITH A NEW AFTERWORD BY THE AUTHOR
In this new edition James A. Pritchard has added a summary of recent developments in wildlife science and management and discusses historical continuities in the role of Yellowstone Park as a wildlife refuge and conservator.
“One of the five most important books ever written about Yellowstone.”—Lee Whittlesey, retired historian for Yellowstone National Park
October 2022 • 434 pp. • 6 x 9 • 42 photographs, 2 maps, index • $25.95 • paperback • 978-1-4962-3305-9
THE BEAR DOESN'T KNOW
Life and Wonder in Bear Country
PAUL SCHULLERY
At once a stirring adventure tale, a candid memoir, an offbeat natural history, and a smart literary chronicle, The Bear Doesn't Know is a bear-lover’s book of wonders—rich in the joy, beauty, and inspiration found during a life well lived in bear country.

“Paul Schullery has spent the last fifty years watching and thinking about bears...[He] possesses a wonderfully inquisitive mind, a passion for the natural world, and, thankfully for us all, a talent for explaining things with both precision and a wry sense of humor.”—Dayton Duncan, writer and producer of The National Parks: America’s Best Idea

September 2021 • 248 pp. • 6 x 9 • 40 photographs, 18 illustrations
$21.95 • paperback • 978-1-4962-2606-8

CHASING THE GHOST BEAR
On the Trail of America’s Lost Super Beast
MIKE STARK
Part natural history, part travelogue, and part meditation on extinction and loss, Chasing the Ghost Bear is a journey into the giant short-faced bear’s enigmatic story—life, disappearance, and rediscovery—and those trying to piece it together today.

“A finely crafted mosaic of natural history, historical drama, and personal odyssey—seasoned with musings about the impermanence of life.”—David Mattson, former longtime grizzly bear scientist for the National Park Service and U.S. Geological Survey

April 2022 • 264 pp. • 6 x 9 • 20 photographs, 9 illustrations
$24.95 • paperback • 978-1-4962-2902-1

THE HORSE LOVER
A Cowboy’s Quest to Save the Wild Mustangs
H. ALAN DAY
WITH LYNN WIESE SNEYD
FOREWORD BY SANDRA DAY O’CONNOR
Southwest Book of the Year
Will Rogers Medallion Award Winner

The Horse Lover is H. Alan Day’s personal history of the first government-sponsored wild horse sanctuary, with its surprises and pleasures and its plentiful dangers, frustrations, and heartbreak.

“An instant classic.”—Nancy Bent, Booklist, starred review

September 2022 • 262 pp. • 5 ½ x 8 ½ • 17 photographs
$19.95 • paperback • 978-1-4962-3263-2

UPHILL BOTH WAYS
Hiking toward Happiness on the Colorado Trail
ANDREA LANI
Andrea Lani explores the complexities of hiking with a family after taking her three reluctant children and grouchy husband on a 489-mile trek from Denver to Durango, determined to reset her life and confront the history of environmental damage.

“Andrea Lani is an insightful guide as she takes readers on a fateful family hiking trip along the legendary Colorado Trail. In language both witty and lush, she vividly portrays this remarkable terrain while also sharing a personal story of self-examination and persistence. Uphill Both Ways gripped me from its hopeful start to its jubilant finish.”—Aaron Hamburger, author of Nirvana Is Here

March 2022 • 298 pp. • 6 x 9 • 13 photographs, 16 illustrations, 1 map, 1 appendix
$21.95 • paperback • 978-1-4962-2900-7
BIRTHING THE WEST
Mothers and Midwives in the Rockies and Plains
JENNIFER J. HILL

Birthing the West shows how mothers and midwives created an informal but dynamic healthcare system in the Rockies and Plains between 1860 and 1940. Over time, public health entities usurped their power, with lasting impacts for women, families, and American identity.

“This is an excellent resource book about a subject seldom in the forefront of Western literature.”—Candy Moulton, True West

March 2022 • 290 pp. • 6 x 9 • 30 photographs, 2 illustrations, 1 map, index
$24.95 • paperback • 978-1-4962-2685-3

THE FORGOTTEN BOTANIST
Sara Plummer Lemmon’s Life of Science and Art
WYNNE BROWN

The Forgotten Botanist tells the story of Sara Plummer Lemmon, a little-known and underappreciated woman of both science and art who did much of the botanical work attributed to her husband, John Gill Lemmon.

“In this attentive and richly researched portrait, writer Wynne Brown honors not just Plummer Lemmon’s many accomplishments but her verve and courage.”—Tess Joosse, Scientific American

November 2021 • 328 pp. • 6 x 9 • 26 photographs, 23 illustrations, 1 map
$27.95 • paperback • 978-1-4962-2281-7

BURNING THE BREEZE
Three Generations of Women in the American West
LISA HENDRICKSON
AFTERWORD BY JAMES E. PEPPER

Burning the Breeze chronicles the lives of three generations of women who defied society’s expectations: Julia Bennett, the first woman to build a Montana guest ranch; and her grandmother and mother, who fled Missouri during the Civil War to prosper in the American West.

“This is an outstanding tribute to three strong, assured, and fearless women battling long odds to survive and thrive in the West.”—Robert Clark, Roundup Magazine

September 2021 • 376 pp. • 6 x 9 • 27 photographs, 3 illustrations, 1 genealogy, 1 map, index
$21.95 • paperback • 978-1-4962-2792-8

LAMENTATIONS
A Novel of Women Walking West
CAROL KAMMEN

In Lamentations Carol Kammen imagines the 1842 crossing of the first group of families to go to Oregon through the perspectives of the dozen women who made the journey.

“A superb look at westering women nearly two hundred years ago as they accompanied their families into the unknown.”—Denver Post

“I firmly believe this is one of the best Western books out there.”—Melody Groves, contributing editor for Roundup Magazine

September 2021 • 272 pp. • 6 x 9
$21.95 • paperback • 978-1-4962-2781-2
OUT HERE ON OUR OWN
An Oral History of an American Boomtown
J.J. ANSELMI
PHOTOGRAPHS BY JORDAN UTLEY
J.J. Anselmi tells the story of Rock Springs, Wyoming, a mining boomtown
with a history of brutal racial violence, widespread addiction, prostitution,
and a staggeringly high per-capita suicide rate—yet a place that has proven
remarkably resilient.
“Shimmers with the poetry, wit, and grit of the plain spoken. Like Studs
Terkel before him, Anselmi compels his interview subjects . . . to tell it to us
straight.”—Michael Patrick, author of The Good Hand
October 2022 • 192 pp. • 6 x 9 • 18 photographs
$21.95 • paperback • 978-1-4962-3232-8

THE LAST HEIR
The Triumphs and Tragedies of Two Montana Families
BILL VAUGHN
Bill Vaughn’s work explores the political and economic development of
twentieth-century Montana as it was shaped by two families: the Herrins,
who were Republican ranchers, and the Burkes, who were Democratic
journalists, lawyers and politicians.
“A dishy, encyclopedic romp through twentieth-century Montana history.
I was amazed that a book containing so many disparate nuggets could
hew to a narrative structure that enticed me to read it so quickly.”
—John Clayton, author of Natural Rivals
March 2022 • 258 pp. • 6 x 9 • 7 photographs, 3 maps, 1 genealogy, 3 appendixes
$19.95 • paperback • 978-1-4962-2975-5

THE OLD IRON ROAD
An Epic of Rails, Roads, and the Urge to Go West
DAVID HAWARD BAIN
A combination of travelogue, history, and storytelling, this is the story of
David Haward Bain’s family’s travels from their home in Vermont to the West
in search of America’s past.
“Bain bypasses a facile sentimentality for a more complex portrait of the
American West.”—Publishers Weekly, starred review
“[Bain’s] wholly winning book can be approached (and enjoyed) as history,
memor, and travelogue of the highest order. . . . Ambitious, magisterial,
intimate, and engaging.”—Jonathan Kirsch, Los Angeles Times
September 2022 • 470 pp. • 6 ¼ x 9 ¼ • 39 photographs, 1 map, index
$29.95 • paperback • 978-1-4962-3048-5

GO WEST, YOUNG MAN
A Father and Son Rediscover America on the Oregon Trail
B.J. HOLLARS
B.J. Hollars and his young son strike out on a 2,500-mile road trip to retrace
the Oregon Trail. Their mission: to rediscover America—and Americans—
along the way.
“Hollars resists easy ideas and easy answers, but the insights that he does
reach are presented effectively and compellingly. . . . Go West, Young
Man asks big questions about the multiplicity of American identities and
narratives—and offers us a view toward how a father and son can answer
them.”—Colin Rafferty, author of Hallow This Ground
September 2021 • 264 pp. • 5 ½ x 8 ½ • 23 photographs, 14 illustrations, 1 map
$19.95 • paperback • 978-1-4962-2590-0
OKLAHOMA ODYSSEY
A Novel
JOHN MORT
A murder impels the victim’s son, a naive Mennonite farm boy, his sister, and an Osage farmhand to stake their fortunes on the last land run into Oklahoma Territory. While their aims are nonviolent, the murderer has other ideas.

“One might expect a tale of murder and revenge à la True Grit, but John Mort has chosen, with his Mennonites in a new world, to tell a much richer, more forgiving story. And it’s a damn good one, culminating in that last land run. . . . I cannot recommend it highly enough.”—Tim Bazzett, author of Soldier Boy

April 2022 • 324 pp. • 5 1/2 x 8 1/2 • 2 illustrations
$24.95 • paperback • 978-1-4962-2973-1

THE SHINNERY
A Novel
KATE ANGER
Inspired by an actual nineteenth-century honor killing in Stonewall County, Texas, The Shinnery, an engagingly written novel, traces a young woman’s betrayal by family and employers, and her path toward revenge and redemption.

“This powerful, courageous Texas frontier story about lost innocence, brutal betrayal, revenge, and redemption is beautifully told with nuanced sensitivity and compassion. The Shinnery is historical fiction at its best.”—Ann Weisgarber, author of The Glovemaker

September 2022 • 268 pp. • 6 x 9 • 1 map
$21.95 • paperback • 978-1-4962-3138-3

148 CHARLES STREET
A Novel
TRACY DAUGHERTY
This short novel explores Willa Cather’s friendship with journalist Elizabeth Shepley Sergeant, tracing the aesthetic arguments that shaped much of their relationship: art versus politics and tradition versus innovation.

“I can think of few novelists who have written so unerringly about literary ambition, especially in women. . . . This is a novel with so much heart, written with such deep intelligence, that I felt wiser and more humane myself by the end of it.”—Suzanne Berne, author of The Dogs of Littlefield

April 2022 • 158 pp. • 5 1/2 x 8 1/2
$19.95 • paperback • 978-1-4962-2974-8

THINK OF HORSES
A Novel
MARY CLEARMAN BLEW
A romance novelist returns to Montana and her family’s homestead to restart a life among neighbors who like to fire automatic weapons, a son who hates her, and the father of that son, who may hate her even more.

“In a startlingly original work of grit and love, Mary Clearman Blew delivers a compelling story full of tough, flinty, vulnerable people who are impossible to predict. The result is a new Western masterpiece that keeps you turning the pages.”—D. J. Lee, author of Remote: Finding Home in the Bitterroots

September 2022 • 294 pp. • 5 1/2 x 8 1/2
$21.95 • paperback • 978-1-4962-2965-6
BURRY MY HEART AT CHUCK E. CHEESE’S
Tiffany Midge
Foreword by Geary Hobson
This powerful and inviting collection of Tiffany Midge’s musings on life, politics, and identity as a Native woman in America, reminds us that laughter is precious, even sacred.

“Midge is a wry, astute charmer with an eye for detail and an ear for the scruffy rhythms of American lingo.”—Sarah Vowell, author of Lafayette in the Somewhat United States

“This collection’s deliciously sharp edges draw laughter and blood alike.”
—Adrienne Westenfeld, Esquire

May 2021 • 222 pp. • 5 1/2 x 8 1/2
$19.95 • paperback • 978-1-4962-2493-4

THE LAST SOVEREIGNS
Sitting Bull and the Resistance of the Free Lakotas
Robert M. Utley
2021 Spur Award Winner for Best Historical Nonfiction from the Western Writers of America
True West Magazine’s 2020 Best Author and Historical Nonfiction Book
The Last Sovereigns is the story of how Sitting Bull resisted the white man’s ways as a last best hope for the survival of an Indigenous way of life—a nomadic life based on the buffalo—that was sacred to him and to his people.

October 2020 • 200 pp. • 6 x 9 • 13 photographs, 5 illustrations, 3 maps, index
$24.95 • hardcover • 978-1-4962-2022-6

BLACK SNAKE
Standing Rock, the Dakota Access Pipeline, and Environmental Justice
Katherine Wiltenburg Todrys
2022 IPPY Gold Medal in Environment/Ecology
Black Snake tells the story of the controversial Dakota Access Pipeline through the activism of four women from Standing Rock and Fort Berthold Reservations.

“A compelling and important story—one whose full impact is yet to be felt.”—Christian Science Monitor

“An important work of environmental and legal reportage.”—Kirkus Reviews

June 2021 • 352 pp. • 6 x 9 • 28 photographs, 1 map, index
$24.95 • paperback • 978-1-4962-2266-4

THE MODOC WAR
A Story of Genocide at the Dawn of America’s Gilded Age
Robert Aquinas McNally
2018 Commonwealth Club of California Book Award Winner—Californiana
Robert Aquinas McNally tells the wrenching story of the Modoc War of 1872–73, fought in south-central Oregon and northeastern California, this was one of the nation’s most dramatic conflicts against North American Indigenous peoples.

“General readers and scholars interested in an excellent, detailed narrative history of the Modoc War will be well served by McNally’s work.”—Brendan Lindsay, Western Historical Quarterly

April 2021 • 432 pp. • 6 x 9 • 9 photographs, 2 illustrations, 2 maps, index
$24.95 • paperback • 978-1-4962-2491-0
REZ METAL
Inside the Navajo Nation Heavy Metal Scene
ASHKAN SOLTANI STONE AND NATALE A. ZAPPIA

Rez Metal showcases the sounds, images, and stories of Navajo heavy metal bands and Native heavy metalers while exploring the deep and life-affirming power of heavy metal music in Indian Country.

"Rez Metal represents the creative genius of contemporary Indigenous popular culture. . . . Soltani Stone and Zappia demonstrate the importance of metal as a source of hope and inspiration for Indigenous youth and its prominence as an organic Indigenous expressive culture."—Kyle T. Mays, author of Hip Hop Beats, Indigenous Rhymes

October 2020 • 108 pp. • 5 ½ x 8 ½ • 41 photographs
$16.95 • paperback • 978-1-4962-0509-4

BITTERROOT
A Salish Memoir of Transracial Adoption
SUSAN DEVAN HARNESS

2019 High Plains Book Award
2021 Barbara Sudler Award from History Colorado

Susan Devan Harness traces her journey to overcome the struggles of being an American Indian child adopted by a white couple, and living in the rural American West.

"A strong and well-told narrative of adoption, survival, resilience, and is truthfully revealed."—Luana Ross (Bitterroot Salish), codirector of Native Voices Documentary Film at the University of Washington

March 2020 • 360 pp. • 6 x 9 • 12 photographs
$21.95 • paperback • 978-1-4962-1957-2

TOO STRONG TO BE BROKEN
The Life of Edward J. Driving Hawk
EDWARD J. DRIVING HAWK AND VIRGINIA DRIVING HAWK SNEVE

Too Strong to Be Broken follows Edward Driving Hawk’s emotional, physical, and financial hardships between his military and home life, survival both in and out of war, and the people who have provided unwavering support through such trying times.

“This book has value to anyone seeking to understand the public and private sides of a Native American leader in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries.”—Michael J. Smith, Nebraska History

September 2020 • 200 pp. • 5 ½ x 8 ½ • 11 photos, 1 illustration, 1 genealogy
$27.95 • hardcover • 978-1-4962-2288-6

RECOVERING OUR ANCESTORS’ GARDENS
Indigenous Recipes and Guide to Diet and Fitness Revised
DEVON A. MIHESUHAH

2020 Gourmand World Cookbook Award

Featuring an array of tempting traditional Native recipes and practical advice about health, fitness, and activism, Recovering Our Ancestors’ Gardens, by the acclaimed Choctaw author and scholar Devon A. Mihesuah, draws on the rich Indigenous heritage of Native North America to offer a helpful guide to a healthier life. This edition is revised and updated.

“Brims with information. . . . Well-researched.”—Publishers Weekly

November 2020 • 384 pp. • 5 ½ x 8 ½ • 57 recipes, 29 color photographs, 1 table, 2 appendices, index
$27.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-4525-9
THE AIMLESS LIFE
Music, Mines, and Revolution from the Rocky Mountains to Mexico
LEONARD WORCESTER JR.
INTRODUCED, EDITED, AND ANNOTATED BY ANDREW OFFENBURGER

The Aimless Life is a historical memoir that tells the story of Leonard Worcester Jr. and provides a clear example of the capitalist development of the American West and borderlands regions in the second half of the nineteenth century and early twentieth century.

“Richly observed and remembered.”— Denver Westerners Roundup

July 2021 • 180 pp. • 6 x 9 • 18 photographs, 2 maps, 1 chronology, index
$19.95 • paperback • 978-1-4962-2290-9

BUFFALO SOLDIERS IN ALASKA
Company L, Twenty-Fourth Infantry
BRIAN G. SHELLUM

Brian G. Shellum tells the story of Company L, which served in Skagway, Alaska, and was one of the two companies added to the all-Black Twenty-Fourth U.S. Infantry Regiment after war was declared on Spain in April 1898.

“An invaluable and detailed examination of the Skagway that Black soldiers inhabited.”— David James, Anchorage Daily News

“A must-read for anyone interested in Alaska history.”— Ross Coen, editor of Alaska History

November 2021 • 386 pp. • 6 x 9 • 37 photographs, 5 maps, 1 chronology, 4 appendixes, index
$29.95 • paperback • 978-1-4962-2844-4

THEODORE ROOSEVELT, NATURALIST IN THE ARENA
EDITED BY CHAR MILLER AND CLAY S. JENKINSON

Drawing on an array of approaches—biographical, ecological and environmental, literary and political—Theodore Roosevelt, Naturalist in the Arena analyzes the different elements of Roosevelt’s manifold encounters with the great outdoors.

“A fine look at a complex man which brings attention to both his tragic demerits and valuable legacy.”— Publishers Weekly, starred review

March 2020 • 264 pp. • 6 x 9 • 31 photographs, 5 illustrations, index
$24.95 • paperback • 978-1-4962-1314-3

TIME IN THE WILDERNESS
The Formative Years of John “Black Jack” Pershing in the American West
TIM MCNEESE

Time in the Wilderness describes John J. Pershing’s early years and experiences, fleshing out the years of remote postings in places such as New Mexico, the Dakotas, and Montana, accompanied by sporadic Indian fighting, often overlooked in other biographies.

“A masterful account of the life and military career of John J. Pershing that successfully argues that Pershing’s upbringing and formative years in the West shaped both the man and his future service as the commander of the American Expeditionary Force in World War I.”— Nebraska History

December 2021 • 448 pp. • 6 x 9 • 23 photographs, 1 illustration, index
$38.95 • hardcover • 978-1-64012-406-6
THE HEART OF CALIFORNIA
Exploring the San Joaquin Valley
AARON GILBREATH
Aaron Gilbreath writes a highly personal narrative of the San Joaquin Valley that incorporates history, Native American displacement, agriculture, environmental concerns, and more.

“Captivating... Inspired by the 1938 boat trip from Bakersfield to San Francisco of historian Frank Latta, Gilbreath retraces the trip by car during the drought of 2014, weaving in Latta’s fascinating narrative with his own. ... A must-read in order to fully grasp the California experience.”
—Melanie Dragger, Literary West Review
November 2020 • 296 pp. • 6 x 9 • 9 photographs, 2 maps
$19.95 • paperback • 978-1-4962-1863-6

BACKCOUNTRY GHOSTS
California Homesteaders and the Making of a Dubious Dream
JOSH SIDES
Josh Sides tells the remarkable stories of the men and women who claimed homesteads in California and began a perilous quest to attain the American Dream at virtually any cost.

“In this revelatory, beautifully honed, and finely researched work, Josh Sides reclaims a very significant yet little-known part of California and U.S. history by bringing forth the story of the thousands of homesteaders in the Golden State between 1863 and the late 1930s.”—Anthea M. Hartig, Elizabeth MacMillan Director of the National Museum of American History
April 2021 • 248 pp. • 6 x 9 • 17 photographs, 2 illustrations, 7 maps, 1 table, 1 graph, 1 appendix, index
$29.95 • hardcover • 978-1-4962-1321-1

THE LIFE OF THE AFTERLIFE IN THE BIG SKY STATE
A History of Montana’s Cemeteries
ELLEN BAUMLER
The Life of the Afterlife in the Big Sky State is a groundbreaking history of death in Montana. It offers a unique, reflective, and sensitive perspective on the evolution of customs and burial grounds.

“This well-researched and finely written book makes a significant contribution to the larger literature on death and burial practice in the American West.”—Micah T. Chang, South Dakota History
June 2021 • 208 pp. • 6 x 9 • 37 photographs, 4 illustrations, index
$19.95 • paperback • 978-1-4962-1480-5

THE GREAT OKLAHOMA SWINDLE
Race, Religion, and Lies in America’s Weirdest State
RUSSELL COBB
Board of Directors Award for special merit, 2021 Oklahoma Book Awards
Russell Cobb’s The Great Oklahoma Swindle is a rousing and incisive examination of the regional culture and history of “Flyover Country” that demystifies the political conditions of the American Heartland.

“The Great Oklahoma Swindle shows that Oklahoma’s story is all-American in a compressed timeline. That Cobb stands toe to toe with his state and never blinks makes this project a compelling read.”—Matt Sutherland, Foreword Reviews
March 2022 • 270 pp. • 6 x 9 • 9 photographs, 2 illustrations, 1 map, index
$21.95 • paperback • 978-1-4962-3040-9
RA G G E D C O A S T , R U G G E D C O V E S
Labor, Culture, and Politics in Southeast Alaska Canneries
DIANE J. PURVIS

Ragged Coast, Rugged Coves explores the untold story of cannery workers in Southeast Alaska from 1878 through the Cold War, particularly how making a living was pitted against the economic realities of the day.

“Ragged Coast, Rugged Coves demonstrates that Indigenous peoples in Alaska engaged capitalism and colonialism on several levels. . . . Alaskan workers built alliances that had an important impact on and legacy for Southeast Alaska—a history that deserves to be remembered.”
—Chris Friday, author of Organizing Asian-American Labor

September 2021 • 384 pp. • 6 x 9 • 10 photographs, 1 map, index
$26.95 • paperback • 978-1-4962-2588-7

SABOTAGED
Dreams of Utopia in Texas
JAMES PRATT

2020 Texas Old Missions and Forts Restoration Association Book Award

Sabotaged is the remarkable account of French, Swiss, and Belgian intellectuals who followed Victor Considerant to Texas in 1855 in a quixotic attempt to fulfill their dreams of a new life in a utopia.

“Sabotaged is the true story of an attempt to create a socialist utopia by a most unlikely group of elite Europeans at a most unlikely place in America called Texas. . . . James Pratt’s account of it all is detailed—and riveting.”
—Jim Lehrer, former executive editor and anchor for PBS NewsHour

March 2020 • 336 pp. • 6 x 9 • 5 photographs, 11 illustrations, 1 map, 1 appendix, index
$34.95 • hardcover • 978-1-4962-0792-0

WHEN SUNFLOWERS BLOOMED RED
Kansas and the Rise of Socialism in America
R. ALTON LEE AND STEVEN COX

When Sunflowers Bloomed Red provides a synopsis of a Kansas style of radical tradition and shows how the Great Plains agrarian movement transformed and coalesced with socialist and syndicalist political movements to influence politics and culture in the twentieth century and beyond.

“A model for understanding both the popularity of socialism in mid-America and the reasons why it ultimately failed to mount an effective challenge to industrial capitalism.”—Michael Pierce, Missouri Historical Review

April 2020 • 352 pp. • 6 x 9 • 11 photographs, 2 illustrations, 2 tables, index
$29.95 • hardcover • 978-1-4962-1623-6

THE ST. LOUIS COMMUNE OF 1877
Communism in the Heartland
MARK KRUGER

The St. Louis Commune of 1877 tells for the first time the entire and exciting story of the St. Louis Commune of 1877, when U.S. workers assumed political control of the city of St. Louis, Missouri, during the Great Railroad Strike.

“Mark Kruger has captured the drama and context of the forgotten uprising of working people as the close of Radical Reconstruction ended the ongoing social transformation that W. E. B. Du Bois would describe as the finest moment of interracial democracy in the nineteenth century.”—Paul Buhle, author of Marxism in the United States

October 2021 • 330 pp. • 6 x 9 • 6 photographs, 8 illustrations, index
$29.95 • paperback • 978-1-4962-2813-0

recently released
FOLLOW THE ANGELS, FOLLOW THE DOVES
The Bass Reeves Trilogy, Book One
SIDNEY THOMPSON
2020 Arkansas Gem from the Arkansas Center for the Book
Sidney Thompson tells the story of the early career of Bass Reeves, one of the greatest lawmen in American history, and his life as a slave before he became a deputy U.S. marshal.
“A magnificent work of historical fiction. The characters and the times in which they lived are intensely and beautifully realized, and every line rings with authenticity. . . . Its truths are ever so urgent.”—Steve Yarbrough, author of The Unmade World: A Novel
March 2020 • 240 pp. • 6 x 9 • 1 photograph, 1 map
$19.95 • paperback • 978-1-4962-1875-9

HELL ON THE BORDER
The Bass Reeves Trilogy, Book Two
SIDNEY THOMPSON
Set in 1884, Hell on the Border tells the story of Deputy U.S. Marshal Bass Reeves at the peak of his historic career.
“[Thompson] writes with a folksy feel, as if the story is being told by one of the people of the day, perhaps by the light of a campfire as cicadas sing from surrounding trees and a horse nickers nearby.”
—Glen Seeber, Oklahoman
“Gripping, hard-to-put-down.”—Sean Clancy, Arkansas Democratic Gazette
April 2021 • 192 pp. • 6 x 9 • 1 photograph, 1 map
$19.95 • paperback • 978-1-4962-2031-8

A HORSE’S TALE
MARK TWAIN
EDITED AND WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY
CHARLES C. BRADSHAW
AFTERWORD BY SHELLEY FISHER FISHKIN
At the turn of the twentieth century Minnie Maddern Fiske, a New York actress, socialite, and animal rights activist, wrote to Mark Twain with an unusual request: for Twain to write about the evils of bullfighting equal to that of his anti-vivisectionist story A Dog’s Tale. Twain responded with A Horse’s Tale, a comic animal tale that doubled as a frontier adventure and political diatribe. This edition includes Twain’s original story, an introduction, annotations, and archival material related to Twain, Cody, and Fiske.
December 2020 • 224 pp. • 6 x 9 • 6 photographs, 17 illustrations, index
$19.95 • paperback • 978-1-4962-2374-6

BOY ALMIGHTY
An Autobiographical Novel
FREDERICK MANFRED
INTRODUCTION BY FREYA MANFRED
Boy Almighty is an autobiographical novel that recounts the terrifying two years from 1940 to 1942 that Frederick Manfred spent at the Glen Lake Sanatorium in Minnesota, trying to recover from tuberculosis.
“An eloquent, literary masterpiece of a young man’s life-and-death struggle with tuberculosis. The Iowa native’s poignant reflections on love, mortality, and faith are timeless reminders of what it means to be a human being.”
—Stuart Rosebrook, editor of True West magazine
September 2021 • 362 pp. • 5 ¼ x 8
$21.95 • paperback • 978-1-4962-2770-6
recently released

BECKONING FRONTIERS
The Memoir of a Wyoming Entrepreneur
GEORGE W. T. BECK
EDITED AND WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY LYNN J. HOUZE AND JEREMY M. JOHNSTON

2021 Publication Award from the Wyoming State Historical Society

Beckoning Frontiers is a new perspective on the economic development of the late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century American West through the personal insight of Buffalo Bill’s business partner and friend, George W. T. Beck.

June 2020 • 432 pp. • 6 x 9 • 19 photographs, 2 illustrations, index
$29.95 • paperback • 978-1-4962-2045-5

BLOOD IN THE BORDERLANDS
Conflict, Kinship, and the Bent Family, 1821–1920
DAVID C. BEYREIS

Historical Society of New Mexico’s Gaspar Pérez de Villagrá Award
Santa Fe Trail Association’s Louise Berry Writing Award

Blood in the Borderlands traces the story of the Bent family from the fur trade days of the 1820s to Teresina Bent Scheurich’s death in 1920, exploring how one family negotiated shifting economic and political alliances among multinational and multiracial interests.

“Well-researched and well-written. . . . A very readable account of the Bent Family.”—William S. Kiser, Southwestern Historical Quarterly

May 2020 • 270 pp. • 6 x 9 • 10 photographs, 5 illustrations, 2 maps, index
$50.00 • hardcover • 978-1-4962-0242-0

MASS MURDER IN CALIFORNIA’S EMPTY QUARTER
A Tale of Tribal Treachery at the Cedarville Rancheria
RAY A. MARCH

Ray A. March exposes a story of mass murder, a community’s racism, and tribal treachery in a small Paiute tribe.

“March’s thoughtful and sensitive investigation of the systemic issues leading to the violence at Cedarville Rancheria effectively illustrates the complex challenges facing tribal communities. . . . Of great value to readers interested in contemporary Native affairs, regional histories, histories of racism and violence, and the issues of gun violence in the United States.”—Andrew Shaler, California History

October 2020 • 240 pp. • 6 x 9 • 1 appendix
$27.95 • hardcover • 978-1-4962-1756-1

HISTORY OF THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA AND SANTA FE RAILWAY
New Edition
KEITH L. BRYANT JR. AND FRED W. FRAILEY

This new edition of the first comprehensive history of the financing, construction, growth, and management of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway includes nearly twenty-five more years of history.

“A well-researched and thorough account of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway that is beautifully written and accessible to readers.”—Benjamin J. Bax, Chronicles of Oklahoma

September 2020 • 432 pp. • 7 x 10 • 85 photographs, 2 illustrations, 20 maps, 6 tables, index
$49.95 • hardcover • 978-1-4962-1410-2
BLACK ELK SPEAKS
The Complete Edition
JOHN G. NEIHARDT
WITH A NEW INTRODUCTION BY PHILIP J. DELORIA AND
ANNOTATIONS BY RAYMOND J. DEMALLIE

More than one million copies sold
2017 One Book One Nebraska selection

Black Elk Speaks is the story of the Oglala Lakota visionary and healer
Nicholas Black Elk (1863–1950) and his people during momentous twilight
years of the nineteenth century.

“An American classic.”—Western Historical Quarterly

424 pp. • 6 x 9 • 10 photographs, 6 illustrations, 31 color plates, 3 maps
$21.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-8391-6

A CYCLE OF THE WEST
A Bison Classic Edition
JOHN G. NEIHARDT

A Cycle of the West rewards its readers with a sweeping saga of the
American West and John G. Neihardt’s exhilarating vision of frontier history.

“A powerful succession of songs celebrating the experience of the
frontier.”—Los Angeles Times

“A sweeping narrative told with poetic images as big as the great
American West.”—Historical Novels Review

780 pp. • 6 x 9
$44.95 • paperback • 978-1-4962-0637-4

EAGLE VOICE REMEMBERS
An Authentic Tale of the Old Sioux World
Annotated, A Bison Classic Edition
JOHN G. NEIHARDT
FOREWORD BY CORALIE HUGHES
ANNOTATED BY DAVID C. POSTHUMUS
INTRODUCTION BY RAYMOND J. DEMALLIE

David C. Posthumus adds new clarity through his annotations, thus intro-
ducing John G. Neihardt’s Eagle Voice Remembers to a new generation of
readers and presenting a fresh understanding for fans of the original.

348 pp. • 6 x 9
$29.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-8398-5

LONESOME DREAMER
The Life of John G. Neihardt
TIMOTHY G. ANDERSON

Timothy G. Anderson describes American poet and writer John G.
Neihardt’s (1881–1973) life from his humble beginnings in Illinois, to being
named poet laureate of Nebraska in 1921, to his appearance on the Dick
Cavett Show at the age of ninety.

“A fascinating biography of the poet and writer offering new insights into
his evolving attitudes that readers with either general or in-depth knowl-
dge of Neihardt and literature about the West will appreciate.”
—David A. Smith, South Dakota Historical Society Press

336 pp. • 6 x 9 • 14 photographs, index
$24.95 • paperback • 978-1-4962-1950-3
GREAT PLAINS BIRDS
LARKIN POWELL

Great Plains Birds tells the story of the birds of the plains, discussing where those birds can be found and the impact humans have had on them.

“From modern-day prairie birds (and where to see them), to geography, history, and conservation, this book is an excellent introduction for anyone wanting to learn more about the vast heart of America, the Great Plains. Wonders abound, if only we look.”—Joel Sartore, Photo Ark founder and National Geographic photographer and fellow

224 pp. • 5 x 8 • 65 color photographs, 9 b&w photographs, 12 illustrations, 11 maps, 4 graphs, index
$16.95 • paperback • 978-1-4962-0418-9

GREAT PLAINS BISON
DAN O’BRIEN

Great Plains Bison traces the history and ecology of the bison from the origins of the great herds that once dominated the prairie to its near-extinction to subsequent efforts to restore its numbers.

“Dan O’Brien’s reverent history of the buffalo is a fascinating look at the relationship between nature and people—and an important reminder of the need to keep that relationship in balance.”—Mark R. Tercek, president and CEO of the Nature Conservancy

144 pp. • 5 x 8 • 18 illustrations, 2 maps, 1 appendix, index
$14.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-8577-4

GREAT PLAINS GEOLOGY
R. F. DIFFENDAL JR.

This concise and accessible guide takes readers through the geological development of the Great Plains region, describing the distinct features of fifty-seven geologic sites and more than sixty color images.

“Diffendal’s ability to write from first-hand experience, and his talent for summarizing very complex geology and huge amounts of detailed scientific information in a candid, appealing, and understandable way, make this the best handbook of its type currently available for the Great Plains region.”—Priscilla C. Grew, Nebraska History

240 pp. • 5 x 8 • 64 images, 10 maps, 1 table, 1 figure, index
$14.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-4951-6

GREAT PLAINS INDIANS
DAVID J. WISHART

Great Plains Indians is a concise history of Indian life on the Great Plains from thirteen thousand years ago to the present.

“An accessible and highly readable book that is undoubtedly the best overview of the Plains Indians. The use of Native American sources combined with archaeological and historical sources produces a balanced review of 13,000 years of Plains Indians history.”—Mark R. Ellis, Historical Geography

168 pp. • 5 x 8 • 12 illustrations, 8 maps, 1 graph, index
$14.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-6962-0
GREAT PLAINS LITERATURE
LINDA RAY PRATT
An exploration of influential Great Plains literature that reflects the destruction of the culture of the first people who lived there, the attempts of settlers to conquer the land, and the tragic losses and successes of settlement that are still shaping our modern world.

“A compact exploration of the history of the Great Plains as told through a thoughtfully selected collection of stories about the region.”
—Matthew J. C. Cella, Western American Literature

“A fascinating introduction to the literary life west of Kansas City.”
—Ryder Miller, San Francisco Book Review

186 pp. • 5 x 8 • 16 photographs, 1 map, index
$16.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-9070-9

GREAT PLAINS WEATHER
KENNETH F. DEWEY
The weather of the Great Plains is extreme and highly variable, from floods to droughts, blizzards to tornadoes. In Great Plains Weather Kenneth F. Dewey explains what makes this region’s climate unique by presenting a historical climatology of extreme weather events.

“Dewey doesn’t just recite dry facts and figures but tells stories in which he celebrates his own experiences both as one of the state’s leading meteorologists and someone who has lived here most of his life but also as an amazed observer, still dazzled anew every day as he watches the power and drama of the skies.”—Roger Welsch, Nebraska History

200 pp. • 5 x 8 • 41 photographs, 13 maps, 19 graphs, index
$16.95 • paperback • 978-1-4962-1549-9

GREAT PLAINS POLITICS
PETER J. LONGO
Great Plains Politics emphasizes the strong and unwavering sense of community and civic engagement in the Great Plains as exemplified in the lives of six individuals passionate about their homes in the region.

“A lively and engaging work on the subtle layerings between individuals, community, political identity, and political life in the Great Plains, with narrative, biography, and analysis that reveal the people-place-politics synergies of Great Plains politics and community.”—James M. Scott, coeditor of Political Research Quarterly

“Peter Longo reveals how these engaged citizens shaped their communities and how the future will be decided by those who likewise embrace the call of citizenry.”—Joe Blankenau, professor of political science at Wayne State College

152 pp. • 5 x 8 • 9 photographs, 1 map, index
$14.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-9071-6
WILDERNESS OF HOPE
Fly Fishing and Public Lands in the American West
QUINN GROVER
$26.95 • hardcover • 978-1-4962-1180-4

ALMOST SOMEWHERE
Twenty-Eight Days on the John Muir Trail
SUZANNE ROBERTS
$19.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-4012-4

THE THREE-MINUTE OUTDOORSMAN RETURNS
From Mammoth on the Menu to the Benefits of Moose Drool
ROBERT M. ZINK
$19.95 • paperback • 978-1-4962-0361-8

STORIES FROM AFIELD
Adventures with Wild Things in Wild Places
BRUCE L. SMITH
$18.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-8816-4

THE FOUR-CORNERED FALCON
Essays on the Interior West and the Natural Scene
REG SANER
$24.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-3634-9

ROCK, WATER, WILD
An Alaskan Life
NANCY LORD
$18.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-4000-1

THE SOLACE OF STONES
Finding a Way through Wilderness
JULIE RIDDLE
$19.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-7686-4

KAYAKING ALONE
Nine Hundred Miles from Idaho’s Mountains to the Pacific Ocean
MIKE BARENTI
$16.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-6518-9

BICYCLING BEYOND THE DIVIDE
Two Journeys into the West
DARYL FARMER
$18.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-4360-6

THE HARD WAY HOME
Alaska Stories of Adventure, Friendship, and the Hunt
STEVE KAHN
$16.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-6519-6
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LOW MOUNTAINS OR HIGH TEA</td>
<td>STEVE SIEBERSON</td>
<td>paperback</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
<td>978-1-4962-1411-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOUNTAINS OF LIGHT</td>
<td>R. MARK LIEBENOW</td>
<td>paperback</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
<td>978-0-8032-4017-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YELLOWSTONE, LAND OF WONDERS</td>
<td>JULES LECLERCQ</td>
<td>hardcover</td>
<td>$36.95</td>
<td>978-0-8032-4477-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOUNTAINEERING IN THE SIERRA NEVADA</td>
<td>CLARENCE KING</td>
<td>paperback</td>
<td>$19.00</td>
<td>978-0-8032-7783-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YELLOWSTONE AUTUMN</td>
<td>W. D. WETHERELL</td>
<td>hardcover</td>
<td>$34.95</td>
<td>978-0-8032-1130-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE DISCOVERY OF YELLOWSTONE PARK</td>
<td>NATHANIEL PITT LANGFORD</td>
<td>paperback</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
<td>978-0-8032-5705-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MYTH AND HISTORY IN THE CREATION OF YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK</td>
<td>PAUL SCHULLERY AND LEE WHITTLESEY</td>
<td>paperback</td>
<td>$16.95</td>
<td>978-0-8032-3473-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YELLOWSTONE AND THE GREAT WEST</td>
<td>EDITED BY MARLENE DEAHL MERRILL</td>
<td>paperback</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
<td>978-0-8032-8289-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE PLAINSMEN OF THE YELLOWSTONE</td>
<td>MARK H. BROWN</td>
<td>paperback</td>
<td>$35.00</td>
<td>978-0-8032-5026-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILDERNESS BY DESIGN</td>
<td>ETHAN CARR</td>
<td>paperback</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
<td>978-0-8032-6383-3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THE LEWIS AND CLARK JOURNALS (ABRIDGED EDITION)
An American Epic of Discovery
MERIWETHER LEWIS, WILLIAM CLARK, AND MEMBERS OF THE CORPS OF DISCOVERY
EDITED BY GARY E. MOULTON

In this riveting account of the Corps of Discovery’s expedition across the North American continent in 1804–06, editor Gary E. Moulton blends the narrative highlights of the Lewis and Clark journals so that the voices of the enlisted men and of Native peoples are heard alongside the words of the captains.

497 pp. • 5 ⅛ x 8 ⅜ • 6 illustrations, 13 maps, index
$22.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-8039-7

THE LEWIS AND CLARK EXPEDITION DAY BY DAY
GARY E. MOULTON

Gary E. Moulton follows the journey of Meriwether Lewis and William Clark with a daily narrative from their starting point in Illinois on May 14, 1804, to their successful return to St. Louis on September 23, 1806.

“A fantastic resource for anyone—scholar or casual reader—who is interested in the expedition.” —Mark A. Eifler, Western Historical Quarterly

“Many of the entries provide a visceral sense of what members of the expedition saw on their travels. . . . These details make the Lewis and Clark expedition once again seem new and exciting.” —Missouri Historical Review

774 pp. • 6 x 9 • 2 illustrations, 13 maps, index
$29.95 • paperback • 978-1-4962-0383-0

THE MEN OF THE LEWIS AND CLARK EXPEDITION
A Biographical Roster of the Fifty-one Members and a Composite Diary of Their Activities from All Known Sources
CHARLES G. CLARKE
INTRODUCTION BY DAYTON DUNCAN

Charles G. Clarke affords readers precious glimpses of those who have long stood in the shadows of Lewis and Clark. Disagreements and achievements, ailments and addictions, and colorful personalities and daily tasks are all vividly rendered in these pages. The result is an unforgettable portrait of the corps of diverse characters who undertook a remarkable journey across the western half of the continent more than two hundred years ago.

325 pp. • 5 ⅜ x 8 ½ • 1 photograph, 12 illustrations, 1 map, 1 chart
$24.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-6419-9

THE DEFINITIVE JOURNALS OF LEWIS AND CLARK, 7-VOLUME SET
MERIWETHER LEWIS AND WILLIAM CLARK
EDITED BY GARY E. MOULTON

This seven-volume set of the definitive Nebraska edition features the core writings of Meriwether Lewis and William Clark as they led the Corps of Discovery on their expedition across the North American continent in 1804–6. They traveled up the Missouri River to the Rocky Mountains and westward, exploring river routes to the Pacific Ocean. Along the way they filled hundreds of notebook pages with observations of the geography, Indian tribes, and natural history of the trans-Mississippi West.

3404 pp. • 6 x 9 • 148 illustrations, 7 maps
$190.00 • paperback • 978-0-8032-8016-8
LEWIS AND CLARK AMONG THE INDIANS
Bicentennial Edition
JAMES P. RONDA
WITH A NEW INTRODUCTION BY THE AUTHOR
This is James P. Ronda’s study of the official and personal encounters between the Corps of Discovery explorers and Native peoples.
“Particularly valuable for Ronda’s inclusion of pertinent background information about the various tribes and for his ethnological analysis. An appendix also places the Sacagawea myth in its proper perspective. Gracefully written, the book bridges the gap between academic and general audiences.”—R. D. Edmunds, Choice
310 pp. • 6 x 9 • 18 illustrations, 3 maps
$21.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-8990-1

THE SALISH PEOPLE AND THE LEWIS AND CLARK EXPEDITION, REVISED EDITION
THE SALISH-PEND D’OREILLE CULTURE COMMITTEE AND ELDERS CULTURAL ADVISORY COUNCIL, CONFEDERATED SALISH AND KOOTENAI TRIBES
A Native American community offers an in-depth examination of the events and historical significance of their encounter with the Lewis and Clark expedition.
“(A) remarkable and beautifully produced book.”—David R.M. Beck, Oregon Historical Quarterly
216 pp. • 9 ½ x 7 ½ • 141 photographs, 6 illustrations, 1 map
$24.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-1643-3

WHY SACAGAWEA DESERVES THE DAY OFF AND OTHER LESSONS FROM THE LEWIS AND CLARK TRAIL
STEPHENIE AMBROSE TUBBS
An engaging collection of essays about the history, famous people, and modern experiences of the author on the Lewis and Clark Trail.
“(Stephanie Ambrose Tubbs) brings her own experiences on the trail—and especially her own passions and insights—to bear on the Corps of Discovery. Reading it is like having a lively conversation across an open campfire.”—Dayton Duncan, author of Out West: A Journey through Lewis and Clark’s America
144 pp. • 5 ½ x 8 ½
$17.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-1585-6

AFTER LEWIS AND CLARK
Mountain Men and the Paths to the Pacific
ROBERT M. UTLEY
MAPS BY PETER H. DANA
Robert Utley describes how a year after Lewis and Clark returned from the shores of the Pacific, groups of trappers and hunters began to drift West to tap the rich stocks of beaver and to trade with the Native nations, leading the nation on a westward course.
“The definitive study of the decisive role mountain men played in the exploration and expansion of the Western frontier. . . . Very readable and impressively detailed.”—New York Times Book Review
“Entrancingly delivered. . . . A magnificent read.”—Booklist
426 pp. • 6 x 9 • 20 illustrations, 24 maps, index
$21.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-9564-3
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COYOTE STORIES
MOURNING DOVE (HUMISHUMA)
$19.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-8169-1

INDIANS OF THE PLAINS
ROBERT H. LOWIE
$17.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-7907-0

WITH MY OWN EYES
A Lakota Woman Tells Her People’s History
SUSAN BORDEAUX BETTELYOUN AND JOSEPHINE WAGGONER
$17.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-6164-8

A TASTE OF HERITAGE
Crow Indian Recipes and Herbal Medicines
ALMA HOGAN SNELL
$17.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-9353-3

GRANDMOTHER’S GRANDCHILD
My Crow Indian Life
ALMA HOGAN SNELL
$16.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-9291-8

SARAH WINNEMUCCA
SALLY ZANJANI
$19.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-9921-4

WAHEENEE
An Indian Girl’s Story
GILBERT L. WILSON
$16.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-9703-6

BEAD ON AN ANTHILL
A Lakota Childhood
DELPHINE RED SHIRT
$13.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-8976-5

BEAVER STEALS FIRE
A Salish Coyote Story
CONFEDERATED SALISH AND KOOTENAI TRIBES
$14.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-1640-2

BULL TROUT’S GIFT
A Salish Story about the Value of Reciprocity
CONFEDERATED SALISH AND KOOTENAI TRIBES
$21.95 • hardcover • 978-0-8032-3491-8
THE CASE OF ROSE BIRD
Gender, Politics, and the California Courts
KATHLEEN A. CAIRNS
$36.95 • hardcover • 978-0-8032-5575-3

THIS IS NOT THE IVY LEAGUE
A Memoir
MARY CLEARMAN BLEW
$19.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-4520-4

THE MAGNIFICENT MOUNTAIN WOMEN
Adventures in the Colorado Rockies
JANET ROBERTSON
$16.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-8995-6

SAN FRANCISCO’S QUEEN OF VICE
The Strange Career of Abortionist Inez Brown Burns
LISA RIGGIN
$27.95 • hardcover • 978-1-4962-0207-9

KATIE GALE
A Coast Salish Woman’s Life on Oyster Bay
LLYN DE DANAAN
$19.95 • paperback • 978-1-4962-1511-6

GIVE ME EIGHTY MEN
Women and the Myth of the Fetterman Fight
SHANNON D. SMITH
$18.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-3425-3

VANISHED ARIZONA
Recollections of the Army Life of a New England Woman, Second Edition
MARTHA SUMMERHAYES
$19.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-4868-7

THE SONG OF THE LARK
WILLA CATHER
$23.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-4572-3

SEARCHING FOR TAMSEN DONNER
GABRIELLE BURTON
$19.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-3638-7

A MINE OF HER OWN
Women Prospectors in the American West, 1850–1950
SALLY ZANJANI
$23.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-9916-0
FORTY YEARS ON THE FRONTIER
GRANVILLE STUART
$24.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-9320-5

WHEN MONTANA AND I WERE YOUNG
A Frontier Childhood
MARGARET BELL
EDITED BY MARY CLEARMAN BLEW
$17.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-6214-0

COGEWEA, THE HALF BLOOD
A Depiction of the Great Montana Cattle Range
MOURNING DOVE (HUMISHUMA)
$20.00 • paperback • 978-0-8032-8110-3

A SHORT SEASON
Story of a Montana Childhood
DON MOREHEAD AND ANN MOREHEAD
$13.00 • paperback • 978-0-8032-8244-5

U-BET
A Greenhorn in Old Montana
JOHN R. BARROWS
$21.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-6094-8

WILD PITCH
A. B. GUTHRIE JR.
$18.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-3029-3

AMONG THE INDIANS
Four Years on the Upper Missouri, 1858-1862
HENRY A. BOLLER
$26.00 • paperback • 978-0-8032-5714-6

GOODBYE WIVES AND DAUGHTERS
SUSAN KUSHNER RESNICK
$19.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-3610-3

UNDER THE BIG SKY
A Biography of A. B. Guthrie Jr.
JACKSON J. BENSON
$19.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-4358-3

MYTHOLOGY OF THE BLACKFOOT INDIANS
COMPILED AND TRANSLATED BY CLARK WISSLER AND D. C. DUVALL
$19.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-6023-8
THE WOMEN WHO BUILT OMAHA
A Bold and Remarkable History
EILEEN WIRTH

Eileen Wirth explores the important contributions of women to Omaha’s history—from the work of local women in numerous fields from the 1850s to the modern women’s movement in the 1970s—bringing to life many who have been overlooked.

“Wirth’s extensive research and reporter’s style make this history book come alive with compelling characters and rich descriptions.”—Erin Grace, former columnist for the Omaha World-Herald

May 2022 • 234 pp. • 6 x 9 • 19 photographs, 1 illustration, index
$22.95 • paperback • 978-1-4962-2864-2

MY OMAHA OBSESSION
Searching for the City
MISS CASSETTE
FOREWORD BY CHRIS WARE
2021 Nebraska Book Award

My Omaha Obsession takes the reader on an idiosyncratic tour through some of Omaha’s neighborhoods, buildings, architecture, and people—celebrating the city’s unusual and overlooked history.

“Miss Cassette is a social and urban historian of the highest order because her enquiries into Omaha’s past—idiosyncratic, haunting, and full of der-ring-do—bring endless delight to both herself and her readers. I inhaled this book.”—Alexander Payne, film director, screenwriter, and producer

November 2020 • 400 pp. • 6 x 9 • 111 photographs
$24.95 • paperback • 978-1-4962-0761-6

NEBRASKA’S BUCKS AND BULLS
The Greatest Stories of Hunting Whitetail, Mule Deer, and Elk in the Cornhusker State
JOEL W. HELMER
FOREWORD BY RANDY STUTHEIT

Nebraska’s Bucks and Bulls shares the stories and photographs of the greatest whitetail, mule deer, and elk shot in Nebraska hunting history, from the 1940s to the present.

“Nebraska has long been a sleeper state for big game, and this book backs up that claim with tons of facts and photos. If you’re a fan of outstanding Great Plains bucks and bulls, you need to read every page.”—Gordon Whittington, editor in chief of North American Whitetail

October 2020 • 360 pp. • 6 x 9 • 87 photographs, 14 illustrations, 1 map, index
$19.95 • paperback • 978-1-4962-1281-8

ATLAS OF NEBRASKA
J. CLARK ARCHER, RICHARD EDWARDS, LESLIE M. HOWARD, FRED M. SHELLEY, DONALD A. WILHITE, AND DAVID J. WISHART
2018 Nebraska Book Award Winner

Atlas of Nebraska presents maps and commentary about a variety of physiographic, climatological, demographic, political, social, economic, cultural, and other features of Nebraska.

March 2021 • 240 pp. • 13 x 10 • 11 photographs, 7 illustrations, 343 maps, 3 charts, 36 graphs
$34.95 • paperback • 978-1-4962-2783-6
“A sentimental reminiscence rich in good humor and courage, and in Americana.”—New York Herald Tribune Books

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Illustrator</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LITTLE BRITCHES</td>
<td>Ralph Moody</td>
<td>Edward Shenton</td>
<td>paperback</td>
<td>978-0-8032-8178-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHAKING THE NICKEL BUSH</td>
<td>Ralph Moody</td>
<td>Tran Mawicke</td>
<td>paperback</td>
<td>978-0-8032-8218-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE DRY DIVIDE</td>
<td>Ralph Moody</td>
<td>Tran Mawicke</td>
<td>paperback</td>
<td>978-0-8032-8216-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARY EMMA &amp; COMPANY</td>
<td>Ralph Moody</td>
<td>Tran Mawicke</td>
<td>paperback</td>
<td>978-0-8032-8211-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE FIELDS OF HOME</td>
<td>Ralph Moody</td>
<td>Tran Mawicke</td>
<td>paperback</td>
<td>978-0-8032-8194-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HORSE OF A DIFFERENT COLOR</td>
<td>Ralph Moody</td>
<td></td>
<td>paperback</td>
<td>978-0-8032-8217-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIDERS OF THE PONY EXPRESS</td>
<td>Ralph Moody</td>
<td>Robert Riger</td>
<td>paperback</td>
<td>978-0-8032-8305-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIT CARSON AND THE WILD FRONTIER</td>
<td>Ralph Moody</td>
<td>Stanley W. Galli</td>
<td>paperback</td>
<td>978-0-8032-8304-6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CRAZY HORSE
The Strange Man of the Oglalas
MARI SANDOZ
INTRODUCTION BY VINE DELORIA JR.
$21.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-1787-4

OLD JULES
MARI SANDOZ
INTRODUCTION BY LINDA M. HASSELSTROM
$19.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-9324-3

THE CATTLEMEN
From the Rio Grande across the Far Marias
MARI SANDOZ
INTRODUCTION BY RON HULL
$22.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-2983-9

THE BEAVER MEN
Spearheads of Empire, Second Edition
MARI SANDOZ
INTRODUCTION BY ANDREW R. GRAYBILL
$21.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-2656-2

THE BUFFALO HUNTERS
The Story of the Hide Men
MARI SANDOZ
INTRODUCTION BY MICHAEL PUNKE
$21.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-1880-2

CHEYENNE AUTUMN
MARI SANDOZ
WITH A NEW INTRODUCTION BY ALAN BOYE
$19.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-9341-0

WINTER THUNDER
MARI SANDOZ
$9.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-9161-4

THE CHRISTMAS OF THE PHONOGRAPh RECORDS
A Recollection
MARI SANDOZ
$9.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-9242-0
DOWN THE SANTA FE TRAIL AND INTO MEXICO
The Diary of Susan Shelby Magoffin, 1846–1847
EDITED BY STELLA M. DRUMM
$21.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-8116-5

FOOLS CROW
WRITTEN AND ILLUSTRATED BY
THOMAS E. MAILS
$18.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-8174-5

THE GENTLE TAMERS
Women of the Old Wild West
DEE BROWN
$19.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-5025-3

I FOUGHT WITH CUSTER
The Story of Sergeant Windolph, Last Survivor of the Battle of the Little Big Horn
CHARLES WINDOLPH
$16.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-9720-3

JEDEDIAH SMITH AND THE OPENING OF THE WEST
DALE L. MORGAN
$21.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-5138-0

JIM BRIDGER
Mountain Man
STANLEY VESTAL
$19.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-5720-7

JOHN COLTER
His Years in the Rockies
BURTON HARRIS
$14.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-7264-4

JOURNAL OF A TRAPPER
OSBORNE RUSSELL
$19.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-5166-3

KIT CARSON’S AUTOBIOGRAPHY
EDITED BY MILO MILTON QUAIFE
$14.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-5031-4

LAND OF THE SPOTTED EAGLE
LUTHER STANDING BEAR
$16.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-9333-5
LETTERS OF A WOMAN HOMESTEADER
ELINORE PRUITT STEWART
$16.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-5193-9

THE LIFE AND ADVENTURES OF NAT LOVE
NAT LOVE
$14.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-7955-1

LOCAL WONDERS
Seasons in the Bohemian Alps
TED KOOSER
$16.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-7811-0

MOUNTAIN MEN AND FUR TRADERS OF THE FAR WEST
Eighteen Biographical Sketches
EDITED BY LEROY R. HAFEN
$21.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-7210-1

A NARRATIVE OF THE LIFE OF DAVID CROCKETT OF THE STATE OF TENNESSEE
DAVID CROCKETT
$16.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-6325-3

NO LIFE FOR A LADY
AGNES MORLEY CLEAVELAND
$19.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-5868-6

NO TIME ON MY HANDS
GRACE SNYDER AND NELLIE SNYDER YOST
$29.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-9164-5

OLD INDIAN LEGENDS
ZITKALA-SA
$19.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-9903-0

ONE MAN’S WEST
DAVID LAVENDER
$24.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-6030-6

THE ORPHAN TRAINS
Placing Out in America
MARILYN IRVIN HOLT
$19.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-7265-1
THE OUTLAW TRAIL
A History of Butch Cassidy and His Wild Bunch
CHARLES KELLY
$24.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-7778-6

PLENTY-COUPS
Chief of the Crows (Second Edition)
FRANK B. LINDERMAN
$19.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-8018-2

THE POETRY HOME REPAIR MANUAL
Practical Advice for Beginning Poets
TED KOOSER
$16.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-5978-2

THE SAGA OF HUGH GLASS
Pirate, Pawnee, and Mountain Man
JOHN MYERS MYERS
$16.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-5834-1

THE SHOOTIST
GLENDON SWARTHOUT
$18.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-3823-7

THE SIXTH GRANDFATHER
Black Elk’s Teachings Given to John G. Neihardt
EDITED BY RAYMOND J. DEMALLIE
$29.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-6564-6

THE SOUL OF THE INDIAN
An Interpretation
CHARLES A. EASTMAN (OHIYESA)
$18.95 • paperback • 978-1-4962-0059-4

A TIME TO STAND
WALTER LORD
$19.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-7902-5

WATERLILY
ELLA CARA DELORIA
$16.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-1904-5

WINTER WHEAT
MILDRED WALKER
$19.95 • paperback • 978-0-8032-9741-8
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All books in this catalog are sold at a trade discount.
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coordinator, University of Nebraska Press.
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